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According to the correspondent John E Dunn, the handsets of Research In Motion Limited (RIM),
remain firm on its position as the leader of mobile protection and security but the Android
Smartphones fails to perform in terms of the security and lags in the competition. On the basis of
few calculative criteria points like Authentication, General device Security, Firewall management,
security of applications, ability to wipe the device, signing of the codes and virtualization, every
device is rated by Mobile Consumer Platforms and scores them out of five according to its
performance on above mentioned points.

No points for guessing again that Blackberry has topped the charts yet another time by scoring an
average of 2.89 points, which was even ahead of very famous, iOS of Apple Company with 1.7
points, and they both were followed by Windows Phone 7, with 1.61 points and the Android
Smartphone were amongst the last in the list with 1.37 points. Android phones, despite of the long
time they have spent in the market, still have a weakness in their security systems even the
Windows phone which has been for less time in market in compare with the Android phones, have
performed relatively well. But the Blackberry has proven itself best opted for Management and
Corporate sections.

To make it in the competition Android phones are enabled with their upgraded versions (4.x) but
though, 2.0x version of Android handsets are yet disposed as on accessible phones. Many of the
users may face insecure service for long period of time as there is no key way via which updates on
operating system can be provided and hence, is considered as a â€˜jeopardyâ€™ for itself. The
circumstance is annoying for Google and the company is drowsed of listening to such gossips
through entire production.

Marking it as important, it is to declare that the report possesses no direct link to any of the podium
conferred and that it is based on a research carried out by Altimeter Group in association with Bloor
Research as furtherance of Trend Micro, a protection company. To the situation CTO of Micro
Trend, Raimund Genes commented that every handset is at risk when concerned with un-halting fall
in deal and BYOD (bring you own device).

Check out the best blackberry handset â€“ Blackberry torch 9810 @
http://www.blackberrytorch9810deals.co.uk/
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